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Instruction Manual

Introduction / Overview

Now it is no longer necessary to force your customers to join yet another chatter-
prone group! Subscriber Kiosk collects a list of subscribers who want to receive
periodic information from you, e.g. newsletters, special sales notices, new
product announcements, event notifications, etc. It enables the owner to send an
IM and/or inventory items placed in the kiosk (e.g. a notecard, gift, demo item,
product update, etc.) to the full (or filtered) list of subscribers with a single button
push.

Simply place this self-service kiosk in your
store, meeting area, or wherever you want to
collect subscribers. Avatars who want to
receive information from you push the
"Subscribe" button. Those wishing to be
removed from the list push the "Unsubscribe"
button. Set up multiple kiosks to create
separate subscriber lists for different product
areas or topics. Then periodically visit your
kiosks to check the status or to send out IMs,
notecards, or inventory items to subscribers.

You can also create your own mailing list of
subscribers (using either avatar names or
UUIDs/keys) on a notecard that can be read
by the Subscriber Kiosk. See Backup/Restore
instructions below on this notecard.

A Subscriber Kiosk Master can be used
stand-alone or networked with multiple
Remote Kiosks so that users can
subscribe/unsubscribe from multiple
locations and be consolidated into a
single list at the Master Kiosk location.
Master and Remote Kiosks are sold
separately or as part of a “Combo”
package. A Master Kiosk can be used
as a stand alone kiosk or as a Master
Kiosk with one or more Remote Kiosks.
Remote Kiosks must be used with a
Master Kiosk. They cannot be used by
themselves as they have no local data
storage.
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Both Master and Remote Kiosks are copyable, so you can create multiple Master
and/or Remote Kiosks by buying only one of each. A Remote Kiosk can only be
associated with one Master Kiosk at a time. See detailed instructions below on
how to associate a Remote Kiosk with a Master Kiosk.

Several Master and Remote kiosk styles supplied with the product, as shown
below. You can also copy the scripts to your own kiosk design.

Subscriber Kiosk features include the following:

 One time purchase. NO MONTHLY FEES.

 Does NOT require subscribers to join a Group and does NOT use any of
the 42 Group limit. Eliminates Group IM chatter.

 Puts you in full control of your subscriber lists and info/item distribution.

 Four subscriber capacity options: Lite (1000), Basic (2400), Standard
(4800), and Pro (10,000). Unlimited capacity using optional Subscriber
Archive Controller.

 Create as many copies and/or variants as you need.

 Simple, two-button customer operation (Subscribe and Unsubscribe) or
via pop-up dialog box.

 One-button operation to send IM and/or other items (notecards, objects,
etc.) to full or filtered list of subscribers.
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 Records location (region), kiosk name, and date as well as subscriber
information.

 Owner can easily add or remove subscribers by name or key (UUID),
either individually or in a batch from notecards.

 List can be filtered for viewing or sending items by date, kiosk name or
location.

 Copy and Mod (no transfer) permissions allow owner customization (e.g
textures, size, shape, style, etc.).

 Low prim count. See Figure above for prim equivalent (PE) land impact.

 Secure, totally in-world solution. All subscriber information stored within
Master Kiosk. Does not depend on external website for data storage.

 Subscriber lists can be backed up to and/or restored or created from
notecards and/or saved to owner's local computer.

 Automatically filters and rejects duplicate subscriber entries.

 Dispenses optional info and/or gift items to potential subscribers.

 Owner can designate one or more administrators to operate and maintain
kiosk (Standard and Pro versions only).

 Owner can enable/disable limited operation of kiosk by group members
(Standard and Pro versions).

 Owner can create a “ban list” of avatars who will not be permitted to
subscribe or retrieve information items or gifts.

 Owner can restrict subscribers to members of the same group as the
kiosk, or leave it open to the public.

 Master Kiosk can optionally play default or owner provided sound files
when someone subscribes or unsubscribes.

 Capability to turn Remote Kiosks ON/OFF from Master Kiosk.

 Capability to send an IM to owner (or designated avatar) whenever
someone subscribes or unsubscribes.

 Automatic Incremental Backup sends owner a list of latest transactions
(e.g. subscribe or unsubscribe actions) via email at specified intervals.

 Capability to check for, obtain and automatically install future script
updates. Owner can specify automatic or manual update checking.

 Includes separate utility script to export existing “Subscribe-O-Matic”
subscriber lists and import them into Subscriber Kiosk.

 Includes capability to specify separate online/offline textures for Master
and Remote Kiosks. Textures on Remotes can be automatically updated
from Master Kiosks. Applies to both Remote and Remote TC Kiosks.
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 Built-in sensor can automatically detect new visitors and present them with
a pop-up dialog box with an option to subscribe or unsubscribe.

 Optional Pay-to-Join feature allows you to require new subscribers to pay
a one-time fee to subscribe (Remote Kiosks only).

 Numerous optional accessories are available from our in-world store
(Night Sky - http://slurl.com/secondlife/Distorted/203/160/224) and SL
Marketplace (https://marketplace.secondlife.com/stores/6387).

NOTE: Video Tutorials are now available at the following web site:
http://subscriberkiosk.wordpress.com/video-tutorials/
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Revision History

Revision Date Description

None 11/10/08 Initial release. Includes features in Update Kit #1

A 11/18/08

Miscellaneous editorial changes.
Corrected procedure for renaming kiosk in inventory.
Updated to reflect new features added in Update Kit #2

 Generates error message if master or remote kiosk contains commas or
colons (not permitted).

 Added capability to specify on the config notecard a list of avatars
banned from subscribing or retrieving information.

 Added capability to restrict subscribers to members of same group as
kiosk.

 Permits specifying authorized administrators as a list of comma
separated names following “AdminList=” on config notecard.

 Allows info items to be any inventory type, not just notecards (e.g.
landmarks, etc.).

 Makes master kiosk ready for optional SISBox accessory.

B 02/22/09

Updated to reflect new features added in Release/Update Kit #3
 Capability to turn Remote Kiosks ON/OFF from Master Kiosk.
 Capability to send IM’s and/or Emails to owner or designated avatar

when someone subscribes or unsubscribes.
 Capability to check for, obtain and automatically install script updates.

Can specify automatic or manual update checking.
 Includes separate script to semi-automatically import subscriber lists

from “Subscribe-O-Matic.”
 Capability to send both an IM and inventory items with a single button

push.
 Additional options to attempt to restart communications with previously

associated Remote Kiosks when Master Kiosk is re-rezzed.
 Added submenu dialog box to “Remote Stat” and new “Re-Sync” and

Remotes ON/OFF buttons.
 Eliminated “/5 Version?” command and replaced with button on

“Update” submenu dialog box.

C 5/8/09 Updated to include description on new one-prim remote kiosks

D 9/5/09

Updated to include description of new features added in release 5:
 Incremental Auto-Backup via Email
 Bulk remove using notecards
 Manual add/remove by key (UUID)
 Online/offline texture support
 Capability to push online/offline textures to Remote Kiosks
 Capability to specify channel for operator data entry.

Miscellaneous editorial changes.

E 11/16/10 Updated for release 6. See Release Notes for details.

F 09/01/13 Updated for releases 7-11. See Release Notes for details.

G 05/17/15 Updated for release 14. Adds HTTP Comm. See Release Notes for details.
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1. Setup for Single or Master Kiosk (owner only)
1.1. Rez and open the delivery box (object), touch it to open, and select Copy to
Inventory. The contents will then be in a folder with the same name. From there,
rez the Subscriber Kiosk Master on the ground.

NOTE: Depending on whether or not the Master Kiosk has been previously
associated with Remote Kiosks, you will see one of the following dialog boxes.

If you see the left dialog box, acknowledge the message by clicking OK. If you
see the right dialog box, it means that this Master Kiosk has been previously
associated with one or more Remote Kiosks. In the latter case, click YES to
attempt to re-establish communications or NO to clear the list of Remote Kiosks.

1.2. Subscriber Kiosk displays its name and status (LIST OPEN) as green hover
text. It is now ready to start collecting subscribers, however it is recommended
that you rename the kiosk and retexture the face with your own information as
described below.

NOTE: Whenever you rez the kiosk, it will display a Configuration Code. Write
down this number as it will be needed if you decide to purchase a capacity or
feature upgrade in the future. All kiosk copies made by one owner will have the
same Configuration Code, but it will be different from other owners' Configuration
Code. There are separate Configuration Codes for the Master and Remote
kiosks.

1.2.1. Rename the kiosk via the General tab in the Edit window. Select this
name carefully as it will prefix all subscriber confirmations, IM's, info items, gifts,
and delivered inventory items, so it should be something associated with your
business and/or product category that the subscriber will recognize. it is also
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recommended that you keep this name short in order to maximize storage
capacity (kiosk name is stored with each subscriber record so you can tell, for
example, which remote kiosk the subscriber used).

CAUTION: Do not use any commas or colons within the kiosk name as these will
create problems in parsing the subscriber records in memory. An error message
will be sent via IM to the owner if commas or colons are detected.

1.2.2. Customizing the look. Create and upload a texture that reflects your
products, store, event, etc. and apply this texture to the advertisement panel of
the kiosk using the Edit window or just drag/drop it to the front face. To use the
Edit window, select the "Texture" tab, check "Edit linked parts", and click the
"Select Texture" radio button. Then click on the front face of the kiosk. The
existing texture should be displayed in the Texture square. Click on the Texture
square to bring up the texture picker window. Click the desired texture name
from the picker directory and then the Select button. This should apply the
desired texture to the front face only. Then close the Edit window.

NOTE: Starting with Release 5 (Sep 2009), you can specify separate textures for
the ONLINE/LIST OPEN and OFFLINE/BUSY states. These textures can be
specified on the Subscriber Config notecards in the Master and Remote Kiosks
and can also be automatically distributed to Remote Kiosks from the Master
Kiosk. See paragraph 7.1.12 for details.

1.2.3. The subscriber Kiosk object can be modified by the owner to whatever
extent is desired. Guidelines and constraints are provided later on this
document. A free box of alternate kiosk designs is provided at our store, or you
can create your own and just copy the scripts to it.

1.3. Take (or Take Copy of) the modified kiosk into your inventory. Use this as a
baseline for creating future variants.

NOTE: Any subscribers stored in the Master Kiosk will be retained if the kiosk is
taken into inventory and later re-rezzed.

WARNING: Do NOT delete or reset any Subscriber Slave scripts from the
Subscriber Kiosk without first backing up the stored subscriber list (database) by
following the backup procedure in 4.3 below. All subscriber data is stored in
Slave scripts and will be lost if Slave scripts are deleted or reset.

WARNING: Do NOT attempt to copy slave scripts into inventory as a backup.
This will NOT work and all stored subscriber data will be lost. Subscriber lists
can only be saved in inventory by taking the entire kiosk. See 4.3 for more
information on backing up.

1.4. You can turn off the green LIST OPEN (or ONLINE for Remote Kiosks)
hover text by entering "HovText=OFF" (without quotes, but with upper/lower
case as shown and no spaces) on a notecard named "Subscriber Config" in the
Master Kiosk (or “Subscriber Remote Config” in the Remote Kiosk) and placing it
in the kiosk. You may need to perform an operation (e.g. Master Stat) in order to
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see the effect of the change. Only the green LIST OPEN (or ONLINE for Remote
Kiosks) will be suppressed. All other hover text status will still be displayed when
conditions dictate (e.g. BUSY, FAULTED, LIST FULL, OFFLINE, ASSOCIATING,
or INITIALIZING) as they provide valuable information and indicate abnormal or
transitional status. Some Remote Kiosk styles indicate ONLINE and OFFLINE
status with a green or red frame, respectively, around the small SK logo.

1.5. To increase the kiosk storage capacity (up to the maximum allowed for the
model purchased) additional empty Slave Scripts can be added at any time by
simply dragging/dropping them onto the kiosk. This will not affect the existing
stored data in the other slaves. Be sure NOT to hold down the CTRL key when
dropping Slave Scripts or they will not run.

2. Setup for Remote Kiosk(s) (owner only)

NOTE: The Subscriber Remote Kiosk is sold separately from the Master Kiosk or
as part of a “Combo” package. In order to use Remote Kiosks, you must also
have a Master Kiosk.

NOTE: As of Release 12, there are ten types of Remote Kiosks included. Two
styles have separate Subscribe and Unsubscribe buttons. The remainder do not
include Subscribe and Unsubscribe buttons. Instead, a blue pop-up dialog box is
presented when someone touches the kiosk, allowing them to Subscribe,
Unsubscribe, or Get Info. The Get Info button only appears if there is an info
notecard in the kiosk Contents. Info notecards must have a name starting with
one asterisk (*).

NOTE: All of the Remote Kiosks described above can be configured to enable
the pop-up dialog box if desired. If you set the SubUnsubDialog= parameter on
the Subscriber Remote Config notecard to anything other than blank or missing,
the pop-up dialog box will be enabled and will display the text specified after
SubUnsubDialog=. For kiosks that include Subscribe and Unsubscribe buttons,
those buttons will continue to operate regardless of whether or not the pop-up
dialog box is enabled.

2.1. Follow the same initial steps above as for setting up a Master Kiosk.

2.2. Rez a Subscriber Kiosk Remote on the ground and rename it as in step
1.2.1 above.
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NOTE: If the Remote Kiosk has
been reset or has not been
previously associated with a Master
Kiosk, you will see a dialog box
advising you to perform the manual
association procedure. Click OK to
acknowledge the message and
proceed to step 2.3. If you don’t see
this dialog box, it means the Remote
Kiosk has previously been
associated with a Master Kiosk and
is attempting to re-establish communications. You can override this attempt, if
desired, by performing the manual association procedure.

As of Release 14, the above note and the manual association process
below is no longer used and there is no “Associate” button on Remote
Kiosks with Release 14 (or later). Instead you must specify the exact name
(case sensitive) of the associated Master Kiosk on the Subscriber Remote
Config notecard (AssocMaster=).

If you are using Release 14 (or later) Master and Remote Kiosks, skip step
2.3 below. Release 14 (or later) Master Kiosks will also support older
Remote Kiosk (prior to Release 14), in which case use step 2.3 below to
associate those older Remote
Kiosks.

2.3. Locate the Remote Kiosk within
10 meters of the desired Master
Kiosk and left-click on it to bring up
the Administration menu. Then
select “Assoc” to associate it with
the desired master. The hover text
and chat window should indicate
when the association process has
been completed successfully. It
may take a minute or more to initialize communications between the Master and
Remote Kiosks, depending on how many other Remote Kiosks are associated
with the same Master Kiosk.
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NOTE: You can force the Remote Kiosk to associate only with a specific Master
Kiosk by placing "AssocMaster=" (without quotes or spaces) followed by the
name of the desired Master Kiosk on a notecard named "Subscriber Remote
Config" and placing it in the Remote Kiosk. This eliminates erroneous
associations if more than one Master is within 10 meters. Note, however, that
the Remote must still be placed within 10 meters of the desired Master.

Rez the Remote Kiosk
within 10 meters of the
desired Master Kiosk.

Wait for the Remote
and Master Kiosks to
synchronize.

Verify the Remote Kiosk
indicates it is ONLINE

Touch the kiosk and
select “Assoc” from
the dialog box to
begin the association
process.
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2.4. When the Remote Kiosk hover text or logo frame turns green it indicates it is
ONLINE (or disappears if suppressed), take it into inventory. The procedure to
suppress the green ONLINE hover text is the same as described above for the
Master Kiosk (1.4), except the notecard must be named "Subscriber Remote
Config".

2.5. Teleport to the desired remote location(s) in SL and rez the previously
associated Remote Kiosk from your inventory. Wait for the hover text to turn
green and indicate ONLINE (or disappear if suppressed). This will normally take
less than 30 seconds (Release 14 or later) but may take several minutes
depending on how many other Remote Kiosks are associated with the same
Master Kiosk (approximately 1-2 minutes per kiosk) using older Remote Kiosks.

2.6. It is recommended that you rename the Remote Kiosk, then test the
connectivity by activating the Subscribe button and waiting for confirmation. You
should then Unsubscribe yourself. The Remote Kiosk is now ready for operation.

2.7. Return to the Master Kiosk location, touch the Master Kiosk, then touch the
"Remote Stat" button, then touch the “Status” button. You should see a list of all
the remote Kiosks associated with the Master, their locations, the elapsed time
since the last report, and the current ONLINE/OFFLINE status. This can be done
at any time to check the status of Remote Kiosks.

NOTE: For Release 14 and later, there will be two sections to this report. The
first section shows older Remote Kiosks communicating via email. The second
section shows newer Remote Kiosks communicating via HTTP.

2.8. You can set up as many remote kiosks as you desire by repeating steps 2.5
and 2.6 above for each remote location, then step 2.7 to verify. The maximum
number is about 80. If you need more than 80 Remote Kiosks associated with
one Master Kiosk, consider purchasing the Remote TC Kiosk. You can have an
unlimited number of Remote TC Kiosks associated with one Master Kiosk but
they will not be listed in the status report described above. Remote TC kiosks are
transferable and copyable.

NOTE: If the Master Kiosk is taken into inventory (de-rezzed), then re-rezzed, it
should automatically re-establish communications with its previously associated
Remote Kiosks. Likewise, if a Remote Kiosk is taken into inventory (de-rezzed),
then re-rezzed, it should automatically re-establish communications with its
previously associated Master Kiosk. If both are taken into inventory (de-rezzed)
at the same time, or if one is reset while the other is de-rezzed, they will have to
be manually re-associated (step 2.3 above). This does not apply to Release 14
or later Remote Kiosks.
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NOTE: All subscriber list information is stored only in the associated Master
Kiosk (Slave Scripts), not in the Remote Kiosks. Deleting a Remote Kiosk will
not result in the loss of any subscriber data.

NOTE [Before Release 14]: The first Remote Kiosk polls every 60 seconds.
Each additional Remote Kiosk will increase the polling cycle (the time it takes for
all Remote Kiosks to poll) by approximately 60 seconds, so if you set up a lot of
remote kiosks, it may take a while to initialize communications. Likewise, if
communications are lost, it may take 2 or 3 polling cycles for the Remote Kiosk to
detect this and change status to OFFLINE. The Remote Kiosk
ONLINE/OFFLINE status is shown in the response to the “Remote Stat”, “Status”
command.

NOTE [Release 14 or later]: Remote Kiosks ping the Master Kiosk every 30
seconds when initially rezzed. After the Master Kiosk responds, Remote Kiosks
ping the Master Kiosk every 5 minutes. If the Master Kiosk does not respond, the
Remote Kiosk sets itself OFFLINE, but continues to ping the Master Kiosk every
5 minutes. These times are independent of the number of Remote Kiosks. It may
take up to two polling cycles (i.e. 10 minutes) for the status report (2.7 above) to
reflect the true status of the Remote Kiosk after a status change.

NOTE: The "Remote Stat", “Status” command will show how many Remote
Kiosks the Master is currently communicating with (i.e. within the last 2 polling
cycles), as well as listing all kiosks with which it has communicated with over the
past 24 hours. When a Remote Kiosk is removed or relocated permanently, the
Master will continue to look for it to reappear for 24 hours, then drop it from its
list.

3. Customer/Subscriber Operation
3.1. Customers/subscribers simply walk up and touch the "Subscribe" button and
are added to the list. Addition is confirmed to the customer via IM and optionally
to the owner (or other designated avatar) via IM and/or Email.

NOTE: As of Release 12, there are ten types of Remote Kiosks included. Two
styles have separate Subscribe and Unsubscribe buttons. The remainder do not
include Subscribe and Unsubscribe buttons. Instead, a blue pop-up dialog box is
presented when someone touches the kiosk, allowing them to Subscribe,
Unsubscribe, or Get Info. The Get Info button only appears if there is an info
notecard in the kiosk Contents. Info notecards must have a name starting with
one asterisk (*).
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3.2. Customers/subscribers wishing to be deleted from the list simply touch the
"Unsubscribe" button. Deletion is confirmed to the customer via IM and
optionally to the owner (or other designated avatar) via IM and/or Email.

3.3. Attempts to subscribe if already on the list, or unsubscribe if not on the list,
will generate an advisory IM to the customer.

3.4. If the Subscriber Kiosk becomes full, its hover text changes to red and
displays a LIST FULL status. Attempts to subscribe to a full kiosk generate an
advisory IM to the customer. A kiosk full advisory IM is also sent to the owner.
Note that additional Slave scripts can be added at any time to increase capacity,
up to the maximum capacity for the model purchased. Be sure NOT to hold
down the CTRL key when dropping Slave Scripts or they will not run.

3.5. If the Subscribe/Unsubscribe function is initiated from a Remote Kiosk, the
user will be initially prompted by the Remote Kiosk (via IM) to wait for
confirmation. When the associated Master Kiosk has received and processed
the request, it will send the user an IM confirming the action taken.

3.6. When anyone (except the owner) touches the Master or Remote Kiosk
(except the Subscribe or Unsubscribe buttons) they will be given all notecards in
the kiosk whose name begins with one asterisk (*). See 4.6 for details.

3.7. When someone subscribes from either the Master or a Remote Kiosk, they
will be given all Gift Item(s) in the Master Kiosk whose name begins with two
asterisks (**). See 4.7 for details.

3.8. When someone Subscribes or Unsubscribes from either the Master or a
Remote Kiosk, the Master Kiosk can play a sound file. See 4.8 for details.
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3.9. If a potential subscriber is included on the “Ban List” (see 4.9), they will be
denied the ability to subscribe or receive info or gift items. They will be sent an
optional owner specified IM as well. This also applies to avatars who are not
members of the same group as the kiosk if the “NonGroup” option is included in
the Ban List.

3.10. If a Remote Kiosk has been configured with a valid SISBoxName=
parameter, a “History” button will appear on the user dialog box menu when the
Remote Kiosk is touched. Selecting this button will connect the user to the
specified SISBox and allow selection and retrieval of previously sent items. The
Remote Kiosk and SISBox must be in the same sim/region.

4. Owner Operation
4.1. Dialog Box

4.1.1. Owner operation is via the blue dialog box (upper right corner of screen).
The owner brings up the dialog box by touching (left-clicking) the Master Kiosk
(not the Subscribe/Unsubscribe buttons). Only the owner, a designated
administrator (Section 5), or a group member if group is enabled (Section 6) can
bring up the dialog box. Administrator and group operation are only available on
the Standard and Pro version Masters.
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4.1.2. Dialog box functions are the following:

 Send: Brings up a second dialog box
that allows the owner to send an IM,
kiosk inventory items, or both, as
follows:

 Send IM: Sends a one-line (255
character maximum) Instant
Message (IM) read from a notecard named "IMCard" in the Kiosk
Contents folder, to each subscriber that meets filter criteria.

 Send Item(s): Sends one or more sendable inventory items from
the Kiosk Contents folder to each subscriber that meets filter criteria.
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 Send Both: Send both IM and sendable inventory items with one
button.

 Email Log: Send list of most recent subscribe/unsubscribe
transactions to specified email address and flush the log. This
button only appears if an email address was specified on the
Subscriber Config notecard (SubUnsubEMAddr=).

 Show List: Displays subscribers' UUID (key) and name, date, Kiosk
name and region in chat window. Also used to create "Subscriber
Backup" notecards (see details in 4.3).

 Master Stat: Displays the number of subscribers in the list and the total
estimated list capacity. Also lists any inventory in the kiosk (i.e. sendable
items, info or gift items or backup notecards). Does not list scripts, sound
files, or Config notecards.
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 Remote Stat. Brings up a submenu dialog box
related to the Remote Kiosks with the following
functions:

 Status: Display status of communications
with associated remote subscriber kiosks.

 Re-Sync: Attempt to re-synchronize communications between Master
and Remote kiosks. Effective primarily after the Remote Kiosk
“Subscriber Remote” script has been reset or updated.

 Remotes ON or OFF: Enables (default) or disables all associated
Remote Kiosks, preventing new subscription requests from those
kiosks.

 Edit List: Allows owner to add or remove a subscriber from list by entering
subscriber's name or key (UUID) in the chat window.

 Restore: Deletes ALL existing subscribers, then restores the subscriber
list from the "Subscriber Backup" notecard(s). Be sure you have a backup
before using this command.
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 Append: Appends (adds) the subscribers listed on the "Subscriber
Backup" notecard(s). Does NOT delete any existing subscribers.

 Filter: Opens a new dialog box to set or clear
filters (date, kiosk name, region) that apply to
sending IM's and inventory items and
showing list in chat window. Use to restrict
operations to a filtered subset of subscribers.

 Clear List: Deletes ALL existing subscribers from the Kiosk. Be sure you
have a backup before using this command.

 Remove Inv: Opens a new dialog box and
allows removing sendable items, gift items,
info items, and/or backup notecards.

 Abort: Stops the current operation. Useful for
stopping long list operations started by
mistake (e.g. Show List, Send IM, Send
Item(s), Restore, Append).

 Update: Opens up a new dialog box from
which the owner can select whether to view
the current script versions in his kiosk
(“Versions”), check for and get (“Check/Get”)
newer script updates, or install (“Perform”)
script updates after he receives and rezzes
an Update Kit.

 Ignore: Removes dialog box without taking
any action.
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4.2. Sending Instant Messages (IM) and Inventory Items to Subscribers

4.2.1. If you want to send an IM, compose your
IM on a notecard named "IMCard" (card name
is case sensitive and must be exactly as
shown), drag/drop it onto the Master Kiosk and
use the “Send”, then "Send IM" button on the
dialog box. The IM content is limited to a single
line containing 255 characters or less and
cannot contain any special items (e.g.
landmarks, objects, etc.). Additional lines
and/or characters will be truncated. The
IMCard will be automatically deleted from the Kiosk Contents after it has been
sent.

4.2.2. If you want to send one or more inventory items (e.g. notecards, objects,
scripts, textures, animations, etc.) to subscribers, drag/drop the items into the
Master Kiosk. For each item dropped, the kiosk will list the inventory in the chat
window. Then select “Send”, then "Send Item(s)" from the dialog box. The
inventory items will be deleted from the Kiosk Contents after they have been
sent.

NOTE: If you have purchased and installed the optional SISBox accessory, sent
inventory items will also be sent to and stored in the SISBox where they can be
retrieved later by subscribers if desired.

CAUTION: In order to drag/drop objects or textures into the kiosk, you must hold
down the CTRL key when dropping. The outline of the kiosk should turn red.
Make sure you are pointing to the root prim (the advertisement panel in the
supplied master kiosk) when dropping the item and that the item drop is
confirmed in the chat window. Items other than objects and textures
automatically drop into the root prim regardless of where you are pointing and the
CTRL key does not have to be used. Alternatively, you can open the Edit
window and drag/drop the inventory item(s) into the kiosk's Contents folder.

NOTE: Be sure the "Running" box is NOT checked on any scripts to be sent as
individual items (does not apply to scripts embedded in objects being sent).
Scripts will be automatically set to not running if you hold down the CTRL key
while dropping into the kiosk, being sure to drop into the root prim. It is
recommended that scripts be sent inside objects rather than as separate items.

NOTE: IMs and/or inventory items will be sent to all subscribers that meet the
filter criteria previously set using the "Filter" button. The current filter value is
shown in the dialog box. If no filters are set, the IMs and/or inventory items will
be sent to all subscribers. When setting filters, follow chat window prompts.
Filter input times out after 30 seconds if nothing is entered.

CAUTION: Inventory items named "IMCard" and items beginning with
"Subscriber" or "*" will be ignored when sending items so do not name any items
to be sent with these names. All inventory items within the Master Kiosk Contents
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folder not named as described above will be sent automatically when the "Send
Item(s)" or “Send Both” button on the dialog box is selected. Be sure you know
what will be sent by doing a Master Stat command and looking at what is listed
as "sendable inventory" before hitting the “Send” button.

CAUTION: Inventory items to be sent via the Subscriber Kiosk must have
"current owner" copy and transfer permissions. There is no restriction on "next
owner" permissions for items placed in the kiosk by the owner. Items placed in
the kiosk by a designated administrator or group member (if enabled) must have
both current and next owner copy and transfer permissions (see sections 5 and
6).

4.2.3. If you want to send an IM and inventory items without having to wait for
one operation to complete before starting the next, select “Send”, then “Send
Both” from the dialog box. All IMs will be sent first, then all inventory items will be
sent automatically.

4.2.4. To stop an in-progress Send operation select the Abort button on the main
dialog box or select any other operation, then select the Abort button from the
Kiosk Busy dialog box.

RECOMMENDATION: IM’s are intentionally throttled to a maximum send rate of
1 per second based on limits imposed by Linden Labs. Inventory items are
throttled to a maximum of 2 per second. Therefore to reduce the sending times,
you may want to consider sending routine notices using notecards (Send Items)
rather than IMs (Send IM).

CAUTION: While it is possible to set the inventory send rate higher than 2 per
second on the Subscriber Config notecard (SendRate=), it is not recommended.
As of SL Server version 12.02.24.249991, using any value greater than risks
triggering the throttle implemented by Linden Labs. See JIRA SVC-7631.

4.3. Backing Up the Subscriber Database

The Subscriber Master Kiosk stores subscriber information within the Subscriber
Slave script(s). No external database is used. Subscriber records are evenly
distributed into the Slave scripts. Therefore if a Slave script is reset or deleted
from a Kiosk, all of the subscribers in that Slave will be lost. If the Subscriber
Kiosk itself is deleted, the entire subscriber database contained in it will be lost.
However using Take or Take Copy of the Kiosk into inventory, then re-rezzing it
later will NOT affect its subscriber database.

CAUTION: Subscriber data will NOT be lost as a result of a routine sim restart.
However sim crashes, asset server problems and other SL anomalies can
occasionally result in the loss of inventory and/or in-world objects, so it is always
important to make regular backups.

4.3.1. Backup Method 1. Periodically take a copy of the Subscriber Master Kiosk
into your inventory. It is recommended that you rename it by adding the word
"backup" and the date.
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NOTE: Because the kiosk contains no-modify scripts, they cannot be renamed
while in your inventory. Therefore you will have to rename your kiosk in-world,
take a copy into inventory, then rename it back in-world to its original name.
Alternatively, you can create an inventory backup folder with the desired date as
part of its name, and take a copy of the in-world kiosk into it without renaming.

WARNING: Do NOT attempt to create an in-world backup copy of your kiosk
using the shift-drag method. The original will be unchanged but the copy will be
created with an empty subscriber list.

4.3.2. Backup Method 2. Select "Show List" from the dialog box. When the
entire list has been displayed, open the chat History window, highlight all of the
listed subscriber lines (including the time stamp at the beginning of each line),
press CTRL-C (or Cmd-C on Mac) to copy to clipboard, create/open a new
notecard, and paste the copied subscriber lines into the notecard using CTRL-V
(or Cmd-V on Mac) Save the notecard to inventory and rename it "Subscriber
Backup". You do not have to leave the notecard in the kiosk.

4.3.3. Backup Method 3. Same as Backup Method 2, except paste the clipboard
contents into a text file on your own computer (e.g., Notepad, Wordpad, etc.).

4.3.4. Backup Method 4. Turn on chat logging in your SL viewer (Edit,
Preferences, Communications, and check "Chat Log", "Show timestamps in chat
log", and "Include date with timestamp"), and uncheck "Show incoming IM in
local chat log." Then periodically do a Show List command. The list will be
saved in your local chat log and can be later copied/pasted to a "Subscriber
Backup" notecard if/when it becomes necessary to restore your subscriber list.

RECOMMENDATION: Method 3 or 4 above is preferred since it stores the
subscriber list on you local PC and is therefore immune to SL inventory loss.

CAUTION: The backup notecard reader will generally reject most extraneous
chat that occurred during the Show List command and may have become
embedded in the backup list. However it is strongly recommended that you
examine the copied list for extraneous chat and delete it from the backup
notecard before saving to avoid possible database corruption.
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CAUTION: The subscriber database cannot be backed up by copying the
Subscriber Slave scripts to inventory. When those scripts are later put back into
the Contents folder of a Kiosk, they will be restarted and all subscribers will be
lost. Either copy the entire Kiosk to inventory (4.3.1) or create a "Subscriber
Backup" notecard in inventory (4.3.2). The latter method can also be used to
create an offline backup on your own computer by copy/pasting the contents of
the "Backup" notecard into a text file on your computer (e.g. Notepad, Wordpad,
etc.).

NOTE: SL notecards have a maximum capacity of 64KB. Therefore, lists
containing more than about 400 subscribers must be restored from multiple
Backup notecards. It is recommended that the entire list be backed up to a
NotePad (or equivalent text editor) file on you local PC (methods 3 or 4 above).
If a restoral becomes necessary later, the file can then be segmented onto
multiple Subscriber Backup notecards for restoral.

4.4. Restoring and/or Updating the Subscriber Database

The subscriber database can be restored, updated, or created from scratch using
"Subscriber Backup" notecards and the "Restore" or "Append" buttons on the
dialog box.

NOTE: Notecards used for restoring or appending MUST have names that start
with "Subscriber Backup". Any other characters (except colon or comma) may
follow that, for example "Subscriber Backup 1" or "Subscriber Backup 01 Oct
2008".

4.4.1. Restoring a previously backed up database. Remove any existing
"Subscriber Backup" notecard(s) from the Subscriber Kiosk using the Remove
Inv command, then Drag/Drop the new "Subscriber Backup" notecard(s) created
above (4.3) from your inventory into the Kiosk's Contents folder. Select
"Restore" from the dialog box. The existing subscriber database will be deleted
and replaced with the one on the Subscriber Backup notecard(s);

NOTE: If you are restoring a large subscriber database from multiple notecards,
you can name them all "Subscriber Backup" in your inventory. When you
drag/drop them into the kiosk, one will remain named "Subscriber Backup" and
the rest will have a sequential numeric suffix automatically added to the name.
When restoring or appending, all notecards with names starting with "Subscriber
Backup" will be read.

4.4.2. Consolidating the subscriber databases from multiple Kiosks. Follow the
procedure in 4.4.1 above, except select "Append" instead of "Restore." The
subscribers from the Backup notecard will be added to the database already in
the Kiosk. Note that duplicate subscribers will be ignored. This can be repeated
multiple times with different Subscriber Backup notecards to consolidate multiple
databases.

4.4.3. Creating a new database. Manually create a "Subscriber Backup"
notecard with one avatar name or key (UUID) on each line, then follow the
procedure in 4.4.1 to overwrite the existing database. Note that the "Subscriber
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Backup" notecard can include a mix of lines with UUID's and lines with avatar
names on the same notecard. You should use avatar keys rather than names
wherever possible as the process will run faster and be more reliable.

4.4.4. Adding or removing a batch of subscribers. Manually create a "Subscriber
Backup" notecard with one avatar name or key (UUID) on each line. Prefix each
name or key to be removed with a minus sign (-) and each name or key to be
added with a plus sign (+) or no sign. Then follow the procedure in 4.4.2 to
remove and/or add subscribers to the existing database.

4.4.5. Adding or Removing individual subscribers. Select the "Edit List" button on
the dialog box, then enter "Add" or "Remove" followed by the subscriber's name
or key (UUID) in the chat window. If a non-public channel has been specified on
the Subscriber Config notecard (InputChan=), prefix the entry with /X, where X is
the specified channel number.

NOTE: The capability to enter these inputs via the chat window times out in 30
seconds.

4.4.6. Incremental Auto-Backup via Email. Starting with Release 5 (Sep 2009),
each transaction (subscribe/unsubscribe) is logged (via new EMBackup script)
and the log file is periodically sent to the email address specified on the
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Subscriber Config notecard. The log contains the subscriber's key (UUID) and
name, the date, the kiosk name and region. The log will be emailed
automatically at the specified interval (in hours) or whenever the log accumulates
more transaction than can be sent in one email, whichever occurs first. If the
interval is set to zero, transactions will be emailed immediately. If no email
address is specified, logging and emailing will be turned off. The log can also be
sent on demand by using the new 'Send', 'Email Log' command button. The log is
cleared after each automatic email report is sent. The log is flushed whenever
the entire subscriber list is cleared (e.g. 'Clear List' or 'Restore' commands),or the
manual 'Send', 'Email Log' is used. It is also flushed when ‘Update’, ‘Perform’ is
selected in case the EMBackup script is being updated. Any time the log is
flushed, an email is sent to the specified email address with the transactions that
were in the log prior to flushing. The transaction log is also privately chatted to
the owner or administrator operating the kiosk.

NOTE: To simplify the backup/restore process, it is possible to directly
copy/paste the contents of transaction log emails to 'Subscriber Backup'
notecards for the purpose of restoring or updating the subscriber list. The key
field in each log record is pre-pended with a plus (+) or minus (-) sign to indicate
a subscribe or unsubscribe action, respectively.

NOTE: This function does NOT send the entire subscriber list via email. A single
email can only hold about 25-40 transactions, depending on the length of the
kiosk name, therefore it would take a prohibitively large number of emails to send
the entire subscriber list. Therefore, follow the methods suggested above to
periodically manually back up your entire list to a notecard or text file. Between
full manual backups, you can use the incremental auto-backup via email
capability to keep a running list of additional transactions. If it ever becomes
necessary to restore your entire list, first create one or more 'Subscriber Backup'
notecards from the latest full backup text file and use the 'Restore' function. Then
copy/paste the records from the emailed transaction log(s) into one or more
'Subscriber Backup' notecards and use the 'Append' function. You can paste all
of the transaction log email records into one 'Subscriber Backup' notecard if they
will fit (64KB limit). However, if you must create more than one, be sure to
'Append' them in chronological order so the adds/removes occur in the correct
sequence. This can be ensured by appending a sequential number to each
'Subscriber Backup' notecard name.

4.5. Changing the capacity. The subscriber database is stored in the
Subscriber Slave script(s) in the Master Kiosk. Each script has a capacity of
about 200 subscribers. The kiosk is delivered configured with five (5) Slave
scripts (1000 subscribers). An additional, copyable Slave script is also provided.
To increase subscriber capacity, drag/drop one or more additional Subscriber
Slave scripts (200 subscribers each) from your inventory onto the kiosk, up to the
maximum permitted by the version you purchased. Subscriber Kiosk will
automatically detect the additional Slaves, reconfigure itself, and announce the
new capacity in the chat window. Be sure NOT to hold down the CTRL key when
dropping Slave Scripts or they will not run.
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CAUTION: Never delete or reset any slave scripts or you will lose part of your
subscriber list permanently. If you want to reduce the number of slave scripts,
first make a backup (see 4.3), then delete some slaves, then restore from the
backup.

NOTE: If you need more storage than permitted in the version you purchased,
you may purchase upgrades at our store (Night Sky). You pay only the price
difference for upgrades. You will need your kiosk's Configuration Code to
purchase an upgrade (see NOTE to paragraph 1.2 above).

4.6. Information Items. You can place info items whose name begins with one
asterisk (*) into the Master an/or Remote Kiosk. For example: “*Kiosk
Information”. Info items can be any type of inventory item, e.g., notecards,
landmarks, objects, etc. When anyone (not banned) touches the Kiosk (except
the Subscribe or Unsubscribe buttons) they will be given the info item(s). If you
include multiple info items, they will be given all of them. If you do not include
any info items, nothing will happen when the Kiosk is touched.

4.7. Gift Items. If you want to automatically give new subscribers a gift (e.g.
notecard, object, etc.) when they first subscribe, you can place one or more gift
items into the kiosk. Gift items are designated by names which start with two
asterisks (**). Gift items are only placed in the master kiosk, not the remote
kiosk. The gift(s) will be given to a new subscriber regardless of whether they
subscribe at the master or remote kiosk. If there are no gift items in the kiosk,
nothing will be given to new subscribers.

4.8. Sounds. Placing sound files named "Subscriber Sub" and/or "Subscriber
Unsub" in the Master Kiosk will cause the corresponding sound to be played by
the Master Kiosk whenever someone Subscribes or Unsubscribes, respectively,
from either the Master or Remote Kiosk. If no sound file is included, no sounds
will play. The sound volume can be set, if desired, by putting the following line
on the "Subscriber Config" notecard:

"SoundVol=X" (without quotes or spaces), where X is a number (float) between
0.0 and 1.0 indicating the desired volume (0.0 is off, 1.0 is max). The default
without this entry is 1.0.

4.9. Ban List. In order to create a list of specific avatars that will be banned from
subscribing or retrieving info items or gifts from the kiosk, add a new line to the
“Subscriber Config” notecard starting with “BanList=” (without quotes), followed
by a list of banned avatar names separated by commas. Note that the line length
must not exceed 255 characters. If all the banned avatars won’t fit on one line,
add additional “BanList=” lines.

You can also specify an optional IM to be sent to banned avatars when they
attempt to access the kiosk. Add a line to the “Subscriber Config” notecard
starting with “BanMsg=” (without quotes) followed by your desired message. If
this line is omitted, the banned avatars will receive no response at all.

4.10. Restricting Subscribers to a Group If you want to set up your kiosk so
that only members of a specific group can subscribe and/or retrieve info items
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(e.g., non-public), add the word “NonGroup” (without quotes) to the Ban List.
You must also set the kiosk to the desired group. Any avatars who are not
members of the same group as the kiosk will be denied access. Keep in mind
that the same IM (specified on the “BanMsg=” line) will be sent to non-group
avatars as to individually banned avatars, so you may want to either omit it or
make it more polite.

NOTE: If the “NonGroup” ban option is used, members of the correct group will
only be able to subscribe/unsubscribe or retrieve info items from Master Kiosks.
Attempts to access Remote Kiosks will be denied if those kiosks are in a different
sim/region from the Master Kiosk. This is due to limitations in the scripting
language.

4.11. Subscribe/Unsubscribe Event IMs. Master Kiosks can be configured (via
the Subscriber Config notecard) to send an IM to a designated avatar (e.g. the
owner) whenever someone subscribes or unsubscribes. See paragraph 7.1.7 or
details.

4.12. Subscribe/Unsubscribe Event Emails. See paragraphs 4.4.6 and 7.1.8
for a description of this capability.

4.13. Script Updates. (applies to both Master and Remote kiosks) The “Update”
button on the main dialog box can be used by the owner to check for, get and
install script updates. Normally you would first select “Check/Get”, which causes
the kiosk to collect its current script version information, then send it to my
Subscriber Kiosk Update Server. The server determines if there are newer
versions available and automatically sends you an Update Kit if required. Once
you receive and rez the Update Kit, follow the instruction on the supplied note
card to automatically update your kiosk(s). You can specify via the Subscriber
Config notecard (or Subscriber Remote Config notecard) whether to perform
periodic update checks automatically or only on request. See paragraph 7.1.10
for additional details. You can also view the currently installed script versions
and status by selecting the “Versions” button on the “Update” submenu dialog
box. Note that the “Versions” command only checks for version consistency
between scripts. To check for the latest versions, use the “Check/Get” button.

CAUTION: Prior to performing (installing) an update, you should select ‘Send’,
‘Email Log’. This will email the current transaction log to the specified email
address and flush the log. This will ensure that if the update kit includes an
update to the EMBackup script, no transactions will be lost.

5. Authorized Administrator Operation (Standard and Pro
Versions only)
The owner may designate one or more authorized administrators to operate and
maintain the kiosk by creating and placing in the Master Kiosk a notecard named
"Subscriber Config". This is the same notecard discussed previously that can
also contain "HovText=", "SoundVol=", and other commands. On this notecard,
add a new line starting with “AdminList=” (without quotes), followed by a list of
authorized administrator names separated by commas. Note that line length
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must not exceed 255 characters. If all the administrators won’t fit on one line,
add additional “AdminList=” lines. See section 7 for additional discussion of
configuration notecards.

Administrators do not have to be members of the same (or any) group, nor does
the owner need to grant them rights to modify his/her/its objects. Similarly, the
kiosk does not have to be set to any particular group or shared with a group.

CAUTION: Do NOT deed the kiosk to a group. Deeded objects cannot give
inventory.

Operation of the kiosk by an authorized administrator is virtually identical to
operation by the owner, with the following exceptions:

NOTE: As of Release 12 or later, it is not necessary for administrators to use the
Subscriber Listener Device described in 5.1 below, except to see the output from
the “Show List” command.

5.1. The administrator must use the
Subscriber Listener device furnished
with the kiosk to see the messages
sent by the kiosk in response to dialog
box commands. These messages are
sent on a private chat channel that is
unique to each administrator so they
are not heard in open chat or by other
administrators (or even the owner).
The Subscriber Listener device can
be worn as an attachment, as a HUD,
or rezzed near the kiosk and has a
range of 10 meters. The administrator
can still operate the kiosk without this
device using the dialog box but will
not be able to see any of its
messages or listings. The Subscriber Listener device is provided with full
permissions (except the script is not viewable or modifiable) so that copies can
be given to administrators and it can be modified to look however you want (or
you can just put the script in your own object). If worn, you may want to make it
transparent.

5.2. The "Update" button does not appear on the administrator's dialog box.
Kiosk script updating is restricted to the kiosk owner.

5.3. Sendable inventory items dropped into the kiosk by the administrator must
have both current and next owner copy and transfer permissions. Therefore
administrators cannot drop next owner no-copy or no-transfer items into the
kiosk. Copyable no-transfer items will be deleted and no-copy items will be
returned. Next owner no-copy and/or no-transfer items can only be dropped into
the kiosk by the owner.

Subscriber Listener Device
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5.4. Unless the owner has separately granted the administrator rights to modify
his/her/its objects, the following restrictions also apply:

5.4.1. The administrator must use the "Allow Drop" button on the dialog box to
enable him/her/it to drop items (e.g. sendable items, backup cards, info items, gift
items) into the kiosk. A 30 second timeout is provided which disables inventory
dropping if nothing is dropped. The "Allow Drop" button must be reactivated for
each item to be dropped. See paragraph 4.2.2 above for additional drag/drop
rules.

5.4.2. The administrator cannot modify, rez, delete, copy or take the kiosk into
inventory.

5.4.3. The administrator cannot modify or delete the Subscriber Config notecard.

5.4.4. The administrator cannot delete Slave scripts (or any other scripts).

6. Group Member Operation (Standard and Pro Versions
only)
In order to make available a limited subset of operator functions to group
members, add the word "Group" to the list of authorized administrators on the
"Subscriber Config" notecard. You must also set the kiosk to the desired group
on the General tab of the Edit window. However, do NOT deed the kiosk to a
group. You do not need to check the "Share with group" box unless you also
want to grant group members some of the capabilities in 5.4.2 thru 5.4.4 above
(not recommended).

Operation of the kiosk by a group member is similar to operation by the owner
with the following exceptions:

6.1. The following functions are not available to group members and do not
appear on their dialog box: Show List, Clear List, Edit List, Append, Restore, and
Update.

6.2. Group members must use the Subscriber Listener device as described for
administrators in 5.1 above.

6.3. Same restrictions apply to group members as to administrators in 5.3 thru
5.4 above.

7. Configuration Notecards
Configuration notecards are used to input various owner specified options.
Notecards are read automatically any time the kiosk inventory is changed or
modified. The Master Kiosk configuration notecards is named “Subscriber
Config” and the Remote Kiosk notecard is named “Subscriber Remote Config”.
Sample configuration notecards are provided with the delivered kiosks but should
be modified to suit your specific use. Configuration notecard command lines (or
the entire notecard) can be omitted if the default values meet your needs.
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Configuration notecard commands all begin with the command name followed by
an equals sign, followed by a parameter list (or single parameter). Parameter list
items must be separated by commas and no spaces, e.g., AdminList=Fred
Allandale,Shaoshan Llanfair. No quotes are used.

Lines beginning with double slashes (//) will be treated as comments and
ignored. No line may have more than 255 characters or it will be ignored with an
error message. If your list is longer than 255 characters, you can add additional
lines with the same command name.

Both the commands and parameters ARE case sensitive.

NOTE: In the paragraphs below, parameter descriptions should be replaced with
the actual parameters you want to specify.

7.1. Master Kiosk “Subscriber Config” Notecard Options

7.1.1. AdminList=name list. Default = none

Specifies the list of administrators who are authorized to operate and maintain
the kiosk. Including the word “Group” (without quotes) enables limited operation
by members of the same group as the kiosk. For compatibility with previous
versions, names placed on separate lines without a command prefix (i.e.,
AdminList=) will also be interpreted as authorized administrators.

7.1.2. HovText=ON or OFF. Default = ON

Specifies whether the green LIST OPEN (Master Kiosk) or ONLINE (Remote
Kiosk) hover text is turned ON or OFF. Note that this only affects the green
hover text. Other colors and status messages will still appear because they are
either transitory or indicate an abnormal condition requiring attention.

7.1.3. SoundVol=0.0 to 1.0. Default = 1.0

Sets the volume for the sounds that are played at the Master Kiosk when
someone subscribers or unsubscribes. This line can usually be omitted since the
default value is about right for most applications. If you don’t want sounds, or
want different sounds, delete or replace the sound files from the Master Kiosk.

7.1.4. BanList=name list. Default = none

Specifies a list of avatar names who will be denied the ability to subscribe or
retrieve information or gift items. Including the word “NonGroup” (without quotes)
bans any avatar who is not a member of the same group as the kiosk. The kiosk
must be set to a specific group to use this feature. If it is set to no group, nobody
will be able to subscribe.

7.1.5. BanMsg=message text. Default = no message

Specifies an Instant message (IM) that will be sent to banned avatars when they
attempt to access the kiosk. Omitting this line will result in the kiosk silently
ignoring banned avatars.

7.1.6. SISBox=name of SISBox. Default = no SISBox.
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The Sent Item Storage Box (SISBox) is an optional accessory (see separate
instruction manual) that stores items sent from the Master Kiosk to subscribers,
and makes them available to subscribers for later retrieval. The SISBox=
command is used to specify the name of the SISBox to which the Master Kiosk
should deliver these items. The SISBox can either be part of a linked prim set
with the Master Kiosk, or be a separate, stand-alone device. If the latter, it can
be located anywhere within the same region as the associated Master Kiosk. A
SISBox can also collect sent items from multiple Master Kiosks.

7.1.7. SubUnsubIMAddr=name of avatar. Default = no IM sent.

Specifies the name of an avatar to which an IM will be sent whenever someone
subscribers or unsubscribes. This will generally be the name of the owner or a
designated administrator. You can also use the word “Owner” (without quotes)
instead of the actual owner’s name. If the line is omitted or the name is blank, no
IM will be sent.

7.1.8. SubUnsubEmailAddr=email address. Default = no Email will be sent.

Specifies email address to send periodic transaction log reports (subscribe or
unsubscribe actions). If the line is omitted or the email address is blank, no
emails will be sent.

7.1.9. SubUnsubEMMax=time interval. Default = 24 hours.

Maximum interval (in hours) at which to email transaction log report (default is 24
hours if blank). Will report more often if log reaches max email size before next
report time (typically 25 – 40 transactions). Will not send report if no transactions
are in log. Set interval to 0 to report new transactions immediately. Set to very
large number (e.g. 999999) to report only when max email size is reached.

7.1.10. AutoUpdateCheck=update check interval. Default = no auto update
check.

Specifies the number of days between automatic checks for script updates. The
recommend value is 30. If the line is omitted or the value specified is zero or
blank, no automatic update checks will be made. You can still perform manual
update checks at any time using the “Update” button on the kiosk dialog box.

7.1.11. InputChan=channel. Default = 0 (public chat channel)

Specifies the channel to be used for getting operator inputs in response to Edit
List or Filter commands. Prevents others from seeing your inputs. For channels
other than 0, you must prefix the operator inputs with “/X”, where X is the
specified non-public channel.

7.1.12. SendRate=max rate. default = 2/second

Maximum rate (per second) for sending inventory items. Must be greater than 0
and less than 10 or blank. Leave blank (defaults to 2/second) unless you are
having item delivery failure problems. Lower values cause items to be sent
slower. Higher values cause items to be sent faster. Values between 0 and 1 are
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applied to both Inventory items and IMs, e.g. a value of 0.5 would set the send
rates to 1 every 2 seconds. A value of 0.1 would be 1 every 10 seconds.

CAUTION: Setting SendRate to greater than 2 increases the risk of tripping the
excessive inventory sending throttle if you send more than 2000 items in an hour
(combined total of all of your objects in the sim). If this throttle is tripped,
inventory sending from all of your objects within the sim will be disabled for an
hour or more. Use values greater than 2 at your own risk.

7.1.13. Texturing parameters. The next 5 parameters specify the textures to be
displayed when the kiosk is online or offline, and the Master Kiosk faces to which
they are applied. Textures specified for Remote Kiosks will be pushed to all
associated remote kiosks (may take a few minutes to propagate to all remotes),
but will be applied only if the ApplyTextureTo= parameter is specified on the
Subscriber Remote Config notecard in the Remote Kiosk (see 7.2.5.3 below). If
a texture is left blank, the default is the most recently applied texture. If texture
name (versus key/UUID) is specified, texture must be in the kiosk inventory. All
specified textures must be full permission.

RECOMMENDATION: Use the texture UUID (key) whenever possible. You can
easily copy/paste the UUID into the notecard by right-clicking the texture in your
inventory and selecting ‘Copy Asset UUID’.

CAUTION: If you place any texture files into the kiosk for the following
parameters, their names MUST start with ‘Subscriber’ or the kiosk will try to send
them to the list of subscribers when using the ‘Send’ command.

7.1.13.1. MasterOnlineTexture=texture key (UUID) or name. Default = no texture
will be applied.

Specifies the texture to be applied to the Master Kiosk when ready.

7.1.13.2. MasterOfflineTexture=texture key (UUID) or name. Default = no texture
will be applied.

Specifies the texture to be applied to the Master Kiosk when not ready (e.g. busy,
full, faulted).

7.1.13.3. RemoteOnlineTexture=texture key (UUID) or name. Default = no online
texture will be pushed to Remote Kiosks.

Specifies the texture to be distributed to Remote Kiosks to indicate when it is
online.

7.1.13.4. RemoteOfflineTexture=texture key (UUID) or name. Default = no offline
texture will be pushed to Remote Kiosks.

Specifies the texture to be distributed to Remote Kiosks to indicate when it is
offline.

7.1.13.5. ApplyTextureTo=face number,link number[,face number,link
number][etc]. Default = no textures will be applied.
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Used to specify a list of face and link numbers in Master Kiosk to which to apply
the specified textures. Allows you to specify online/offline textures to be applied
to any number of faces of any prims in the Master Kiosk linked set. Omit the
square brackets. If left blank, the default is no online/offline textures will be
applied to Master Kiosk, i.e. retain fixed manually applied texturing. Use
ApplyTextureTo=4,1,2,1 for the supplied Master Kiosk design. If using your own
design, drop 'Subscriber Face Finder' script into kiosk and touch desired faces to
identify face and link numbers. Delete this script when finished.

7.1.14. Remote TC Kiosk Texturing Parameters. These parameters apply only to
the optional transferable Remote TC Kiosks and not to the regular (non-
transferable) Remote Kiosks discussed in this manual. For additional
information, see the instruction notecard included in the Remote TC Kiosk
delivery box.

7.1.14.1. RemoteTCTexture=key (UUID) of texture to be displayed on all
associated Remote TC Kiosks. Unlike the parameters in 7.1.13, the Remote TC
texture parameter must be a valid texture key (UUID), not a texture name.

7.1.14.2. RemoteTCTextureUpdateRate=time in hours between texture update
requests from each Remote TC kiosk. Blank or 0 disables Remote TC texture
updating.

RECOMMENDATION: Use a minimum value is 1.0 (one hour) to prevent
overloading the master kiosk with update requests.

CAUTION: If you have more than 100 Remote TC kiosks, use at least one hour
per 100 kiosks (e.g. set to at least 2.5 hours if you have 250 kiosks).

7.1.15. ArchiveControllerName=name of optional Archive Controller.

Used only with optional Subscriber Archive Controller to designate the name of
the Archive Controller associated with the Master Kiosk. Otherwise leave blank.
This line should only appear in Primary Master Kiosk. Delete it from ALL Archive
Kiosks. For additional information, see instruction notecard for Archive
Controller.

7.1.16. Sensor Parameters. The next 4 parameters control the operation of the
optional built-in sensor. When the sensor detects an avatar within the specified
range, it pops up a dialog box to that avatar with the option subscribe or
unsubscribe. This allows you to automatically invite visitors to join your mailing
list with them having to locate the actual Subscriber Kiosk. The sensor also
functions as a visitor log because it store the most recent 75 visitors to prevent
re-inviting visitors as they leave and re-enter the sensor range.

7.1.16.1. SensorRate=Repeat rate (seconds) that sensor will scan for new
visitors. Recommend no less than 10 seconds. Set to 0 to disable sensor.
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7.1.16.2. SensorRange=Radius (meters) of sphere centered at the kiosk that will
be scanned for visitors. Maximum is 96 meteres. Set to 0 to disable sensor.

7.1.16.3. SensorDialog=Text that will be displayed to new visitors in pop-up
dialog box. Can embed "\n" to start text that follows on a new line. Leave blank
to disable pop-up dialog box.

7.1.16.4. SensorEmail=Email address to which a list of the 75 most recent
visitors will be sent. Leave blank to disable emailing.

7.1.17. APIOwners=List of key(s) (UUID's) separated by commas, of the owners
of objects authorized to use this kiosk's API if differnet from kiosk owner (e.g.
Subscriber Online Senders)

NOTE: Most API commands will only be accepted from objects with the same
owner as the kiosk.

7.2. Remote Kiosk “Subscriber Remote Config” Notecard Options

7.2.1. HovText=ON or OFF]. Default = ON

See 7.1.1 above.

7.2.2. AssocMaster=name of Master Kiosk. Default = any Master Kiosk within 10
meters

Provides capability to specify the name of a specific Master Kiosk with which the
remote can associate. Omitting this line will cause the Remote to associate with
the first Master that responds to the association request. In either case, the
Master and Remote kiosk must be located within 10 meters of each other.

NOTE: As of Release 14 or later, the AssocMaster parameter is mandatory. It is
the only way Remote and Master Kiosks will be able to communicate with each
other. There is no longer an “Associate” button on Release 14 (or later) Remote
Kiosks and the manual association process is not applicable.

7.2.3. AutoUpdateCheck=update check interval. Default = no auto update check

Same as 7.1.10 above. Separate Update Kits are required for Master and
Remote kiosks.

7.2.4. UserDialog=prompt phrase

Phase used in dialog box presented to potential subscribers. Blank or missing
results in no dialog box. For example:

UserDialog=Click to 'Subscribe' or 'Unsubscribe' to mailing List. Does NOT
require joining a SL Group. To get more information, click 'Get Info'.

7.2.5. Texturing Parameters. The next 3 parameters specify the textures to be
displayed when the Remote Kiosk is online or offline, and the faces to which they
are applied. If texture name (versus key/UUID) is specified, texture must be in
the kiosk inventory. All specified textures must be full permission.
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NOTE: These parameters apply only to regular (non-transferable) Remote
Kiosks. For Remote TC Kiosk (transferable) texturing parameters, see the
instruction notecard included in the Remote TC Kiosk delivery box.

7.2.5.1. RemoteOnlineTexture=texture key (UUID) or name. Default (blank or
omitted) = use texture pushed from the Master Kiosk

Specifies the texture to be applied to this Remote Kiosk when online. Leave
blank to use texture pushed from Master Kiosk.

7.2.5.2. RemoteOfflineTexture=texture key (UUID) or name. Default (blank or
omitted) = use texture pushed from the Master Kiosk

Specifies the texture to be applied to this Remote Kiosk when offline. Leave
blank to use texture pushed from Master Kiosk.

7.2.5.3. ApplyTextureTo=face number,link number[,face number,link
number][etc]. Default = no textures will be applied.

Used to specify a list of face and link numbers in this Remote Kiosk to which the
specified textures are applied. Allows you to specify online/offline textures to be
applied to any number of faces of any prims in this Remote Kiosk linked set. Omit
square brackets. If left blank, the default is no online/offline textures will be
applied, i.e. retain fixed manually applied texturing. The example Subscriber
Remote Config notecard included shows the face and link numbers to be used
for each style of the supplied Remote Kiosks. If using your own design, drop
'Subscriber Face Finder' script into kiosk and touch desired faces to identify face
and link numbers. Delete this script when finished.

7.2.6. StatusIMAddr=avatar key or ‘Owner’. Default = no status change IMs will
be sent

Used to specify the key (UUID) of avatar (or the word 'Owner' without quotes) to
send online/offline status change IMs to.

7.2.7. StatusEMAddr=email address. Default = no status change emails will be
sent

Used to specify the email address to which to send online/offline status change
emails.

7.2.8. SISBoxName=name of associated SISBox

Required only if you want to make the named SISBox accessible to users from
the Remote Kiosk. Otherwise leave blank. SISBox, Remote Kiosk and Master
Kiosk must all be in the same sim/region. For additional details, see separate
notecard describing remote SISBox access.

7.2.9. Sensor Parameters. The next 4 parameters control the operation of the
optional built-in sensor. When the sensor detects an avatar within the specified
range, it pops up a dialog box to that avatar with the option subscribe or
unsubscribe. This allows you to automatically invite visitors to join your mailing
list with them having to locate the actual Subscriber Kiosk. The sensor also
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functions as a visitor log because it store the most recent 75 visitors to prevent
re-inviting visitors as they leave and re-enter the sensor range.

7.2.9.1. SensorRate=Repeat rate (seconds) that sensor will scan for new visitors.
Recommend no less than 10 seconds. Set to 0 to disable sensor.

7.2.9.2. SensorRange=Radius (meters) of sphere centered at the kiosk that will
be scanned for visitors. Maximum is 96 meteres. Set to 0 to disable sensor.

7.2.9.3. SensorDialog=Text that will be displayed to new visitors in pop-up dialog
box. Can embed "\n" to start text that follows on a new line. Leave blank to
disable pop-up dialog box.

7.2.9.4. SensorEmail=Email address to which a list of the 75 most recent visitors
will be sent. Leave blank to disable emailing.

7.2.10. PayToJoin=Amount (L$) that must be paid to kiosk owner to subscribe.
Default (blank) is zero (no cost to subscribe).

NOTE: This feature only works with regular (non-transferable) Remote Kiosks. It
does not work from Master Kiosks or Remote TC (transferable) Kiosks.

Specifying a non-zero amount for PayToJoin will cause another dialog box to be
presented when someone clicks on the Subscribe button, advising the visitor that
there is a fee to join. If the visitor selects OK, he must right-click on the kiosk to
get the pie menu, select Pay, then select the payment amount button in the
FastPay box.

When using the pay-to-join option, you must unlink and delete the Subscribe and
Unsubscribe buttons from the Remote Kiosks and the associated Master Kiosk.
Otherwise people will be able to join without paying the fee. The pay-to-join
option only works via the pop-up dialog box on Remote Kiosks. In order to enable
the dialog box, you must specify a UserDialog (see 7.2.4 above).

The pay-to-join option can be used on Remote Kiosks located in either the same
or a different region from the associated Master Kiosk. However, if the Remote
Kiosk is in the same region, you can also allow visitors to check their current
subscription status prior to subscribing. You must specify an associated SISBox
(see 7.2.8 above) and you must enable subscriber verification in the associated
SISBox for this to work. Subscriber verification will not work from Remote Kiosks
located in a different region.

8. Modifying the Subscriber Kiosk Design
The Subscriber Kiosk (Master or Remote) prims can be modified by the owner to
whatever extent is desired. This can be as simple as retexturing the front face to
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show the owner's product, event, newsletter, etc. Or the owner can use his own
kiosk design. The only criteria to observe are the following:

8.1. The minimum configuration for Master Kiosks is a linked set consisting of
one root prim (the body of the kiosk), and two linked prims for the "Subscribe"
and "Unsubscribe" buttons. The latter two prims must contain the "Subscribe
Button" and "Unsubscribe Button" scripts, respectively. As of Release 12, several
Remote Kiosk styles are provided, including single and multiple prim styles.

8.2. The root prim of the Master Kiosk must contain, as a minimum, the same
scripts as are included in the delivered Master Kiosk. A minimum of 1 Subscriber
Slave script must be included.

8.3. The Remote Kiosk root prim must contain the same scripts as are included
in the delivered Remote Kiosk.

8.4. If you create a complex kiosk design consisting of multiple linked prims,
make the root prim one of the topmost and largest, most prominent prim. This
will ensure that the hover text is displayed above the kiosk and is not obscured
by other prims in the kiosk and will also minimize the chance of accidentally
dragging/dropping items into a child prim when using CTRL-drop (see paragraph
4.2.2 above).

9. Optional Accessories
There are a growing number of optional accessories available for Subscriber
Kiosk. Please visit our in-world store at Night Sky
(http://slurl.com/secondlife/Distorted/203/160/224) or SL Marketplace
(https://marketplace.secondlife.com/stores/6387). Information on accessories is
also available from http://subscriberkiosk.wordpress.com.

10. Miscellaneous Notes

10.1. Name-to-Key Lookup Disclaimer. Adding or removing subscribers by
name via the "Edit List" function (4.4.5) or adding subscribers from a list of
names only (no avatar keys) on manually created "Subscriber Backup" notecards
(4.4.3) requires the Kiosk to access third party Name-to-Key lookup databases
external to Second Life because this capability is not provided within the scripting
language. These databases are not mine, are not guaranteed to contain all
avatars, and are not guaranteed to be available in the future. If it becomes
unavailable, and if no similar alterative is available, these specific functions will
no longer work in the Subscriber Kiosk. However, it will NOT affect any of the
other capabilities of Subscriber Kiosk, including the backup and restore
procedures described in 4.3, 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 above. Also, you will still be able to
add/remove subscribers using the ‘Edit List’ and/or ‘Subscriber Backup’
notecards based on avatar keys (UUID) instead of names..

10.2. Time to Send. As the subscriber list grows and/or the number of inventory
items sent is increased, it may take a long time (several minutes) to send
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everything. This is due to the SL scripting language built-in delays. To minimize
this effect multiple slave scripts work in parallel to reduce the send time. Adding
additional slave scripts will decrease the amount of time required to send
everything, but will also increase the time required add, remove, restore or
append subscribers. Automatic throttling of Show List, Send IM and Send Item(s)
rates as more slave scripts are used is provided to minimize the impact on sim
performance and prevent exceeding Linden Labs imposed rate limits. The
following rate limits apply when at least 20 Subscriber Slave scripts are installed :

 Show List: 10/second (fixed)

 Send Item(s): 1-10/second (Set via Config notecard. Default = 2)

 Send IM: 1/second (fixed)

The hover text above the kiosk will turn yellow and indicate "BUSY" when the
Kiosk is processing a subscriber request or dialog box command. When the
kiosk is BUSY, it will not accept new subscriber requests and/or dialog box
commands.

RECOMMENDATION: Owners with a large number of subscribers may want to
avoid having their kiosk unavailable to new subscribers when sending out items.
This can be done by selecting the Master Kiosk and using “Take Copy’ from the
pie to take a copy into inventory and then rezzing it in an area not easily seen by
customers (to prevent people from trying to subscriber via the copy). Rename
this copy and use it to send items to the list and delete it when finished. If upon
rezzing, you see a dialog box message asking whether you want to attempt to re-
establish communications with Remote Kiosks, answer “No”. Otherwise the copy
may try to steal the Remotes associated with the original Master Kiosk. It is also
recommended that you unlink/delete any SISBox that is part of the copy’s linked
prim set before using it to send items. This will allow it to send the items to the
SISBox linked to the original Master Kiosk.

CAUTION: Release 6 includes a Subscriber Config notecard parameter
(SendRate=) to limit the maximum rate at which items are sent to members of the
list. The default value is 2 per second. Setting SendRate to greater than 2
increases the risk of tripping the excessive inventory sending throttle if you send
more than 2000 items in an hour (combined total of all of your objects in the sim).
If this throttle is tripped, inventory sending from all of your objects within the sim
will be disabled for an hour or more. Use values greater than 2 at your own risk.

10.3. Minimum Number of Slave Scripts. The Subscriber Kiosk must always
contain a minimum of one Subscriber Slave script. If none are present, the kiosk
will shut down. It will restart automatically when a Slave script is added.

10.4. Multiple Subscriber Masters/Groups. Multiple groups of associated
Master/Remote Subscriber Kiosks can generally be used without adverse
interaction. Owners may find it beneficial to set out several Master Kiosks to
create different subscriber lists (groups) for different purposes, e.g., products
areas, event categories, newsletters, etc. If you are using Remote Kiosks, make
sure you first associate them (see 2.3 above) with their corresponding Master
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Kiosk. If you have multiple Master Kiosks in close proximity, you will probably
want to use the "MasterAssoc=" command on the Subscriber Remote Config
notecard to preclude associating with the wrong Master (see NOTE to paragraph
2.3).

11. Future Updates and Upgrades
AUTOMATED UPDATE FEATURE: Starting with Update Release 3 (February
2009), Subscriber Kiosk Master and Remote kiosks include an automated
capability to check for, get and install script updates. See paragraph 4.13 for
details.

"Updates" are usually minor version changes to improve the product and/or fix
bugs. Updates are provided at no charge to current owners.

"Upgrades" are usually major version changes to add significant new features or
capabilities. Upgrades will be offered to existing owners at a discounted price,
typically just the price difference between your current version and the new
version.

Both Updates and Upgrades can generally be obtained from the Subscriber
Kiosk Vendor in our store (Night Sky). Updates can also be obtained using the
Automated Update Feature described above.

NOTE: You will need your Master and/or Remote Configuration code(s) (see
note to paragraph 1.2) to obtain updates or upgrades from the Subscriber Kiosk
Vendor.

You can get the configuration code and verify which scripts and versions you
have by selecting “Update”, then “Versions” on the dialog box menus on either
the Master or Remote kiosks. After a short delay, you will get a list of
scripts/versions, their running status, and version consistency status (e.g. OK).
If this indicates any missing/extra scripts or incorrect versions, please use the
new Automated Update Feature described above to “Check/Get” the latest
versions and update your kiosk.
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I maintain a list of Subscriber Kiosk owners and will generally send out a notice
when a new update or upgrade is available. In the case of no-charge updates, I
will usually advise you to use the Automated Update Feature described above.
In the case of upgrades, the notice will advise you how to obtain it and what the
upgrade price is. You can always obtain the latest complete Master or Remote
Kiosk package at no cost by requesting an Upgrade from the vendor at Night
Sky, and selecting the same model (e.g. Lite, Basic, Standard or Pro) as you
currently own. You will need your current Master and/or Remote configuration
codes to do this, which you can get by using the ‘Update’, ‘Versions’ commands
as described above.

Please send any questions or comments to:
Fred Allandale,
Fred's Corner - Night Sky Creations – Distorted(221,142,115)
http://subscriberkiosk.wordpress.com
Fred_Allandale@msn.com

Night Sky - Fred's Corner
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WARNING

SPAMMING (SENDING EXCESSIVE UNSOLICITED MESSAGES OR
INVENTORY ITEMS TO RESIDENTS) IS A VIOLATION OF THE SECOND LIFE
TERMS OF SERVICE (TOS). USE OF THE SUBSCRIBER KIOSK SYSTEM
FOR SPAMMING IS NOT AUTHORIZED. PLEASE HONOR ANY RESIDENT
REQUESTS TO PROMPTLY REMOVE THEM FROM YOUR SUBSCRIBER
KIOSK. THIS CAN BE EASILY DONE USING THE EDIT LIST COMMAND.

DISCLAIMER

SUBSCRIBER KIOSK IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS
OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR
OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.


